Jet reconstruction q Well contained jets 2.2 ≤ ≤ 4.2 q Particle flow combines tracking and calorimeter information q FASTJETS anti-kT, R=0.5 q Energy resolution, Δ~10% Energy scale uncertainty ~3% Jet Flavor Tagging JINST10 (2015) P06013 Ø Find a secondary vertex (SV) in the jet cone Ø Boost Decision Tree (BDT) templates with input variables #vertices, #tracks, SV mass used to fit data to separate b/c and bc/light quark Ø Performances Identification of jets originated from the hadronization of beauty (b) and charm (c) quarks is important for studying Standard Model (SM) processes and for searching for New Physics: § Higgs production with decay 0 → 1 and 0 → 1 § Long Lived Particle (LLP) o lightest supersymmetric particle in SUSY models; o neutral particle in hidden valley (HV) models with a non-abelian gauge symmetry
Introduction
LLP → jet jet ๏ Several NP models:
• LSP in SUSY with Baryon number Violation
• Next-to-LSP in gravity mediated SUSY
• 
Diagrams for the indirect (top) or direct (bottom) approach in searches. In the top diagram, a Majorana neutrino is produced o↵-shell in a D + (s) decay to a final state with two same-sign muons (with the same diagram, the Majorana neutrino could be also produced on-shell). In the bottom one, a hidden valley pion is produced on-shell to later decay to a pair of jets.
II. SEARCHES FOR MAJORANA NEUTRINOS

Majorana neutrinos at LHCb
The LHC collisions produce ⇠15 kHz bb pairs and ⇠300 kHz cc pairs in the LHCb detector [1] , which allows to set very stringent limits on rare B and D decays. In particular, this makes possible the search for o↵-shell and on-shell Majorana neutrinos, with final states in which two same-sign muons are present. The searches profit from the aforementioned excellent mass and lifetime resolutions of LHCb.
Searches in B and D decays are complementary to other searches, such as those looking for neutrino-less double decay [2] . In this case, LHCb searches are useful to study the coupling of Majorana neutrinos to muons. There exist specific NP models with Majorana neutrinos that can be constrained by LHCb results. An example can be found in reference [3] , where a type-I seesaw model with three right-handed neutrinos is presented. FIG. 3 shows the fraction of phase space constrained by LHCb results.
The main results of LHCb in the search for Majorana neutrinos are summarized below. . The x-axis shows the mass of the Majorana neutrino and the y-axis the coupling of the neutrino to muons squared. Constraints by the di↵erent experiments are also shown. The Belle search can be found in reference [4] , although the theoretical reference used to obtain the limit on the coupling is di↵erent to that of LHCb. The red line shows the constraint from the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe.
decays probe a wide range of Majorana neutrino masses and lifetimes. The searches are of the type B 
For these searches, the Majorana neutrino is generally assumed to be short-lived, i.e., not detached from the B + decay vertex. However, in reference [7] , the possibility of a long-lived Majorana neutrino is also considered. In order to convert the yield into a branching fraction, a normalization channel, with a well-known branching fraction, is chosen. B 
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